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Soldiers of Pearl 1 2015-01-21
siren menage everlasting erotic menage romance m f m m m spanking hea arabella and her family are on the run mother sister
daughter aunt bread winner and arabella is getting burnt out she s tired of showing off her body to get better tips tired of using
her martial arts skills to fend off aggressive men and she s tired of always looking over her shoulder and having nothing to look
forward to and is barely surviving she s got a niece and nephew a sister and mom to feed protection to provide and a leadership
role that is taking its toll a small inquiry some helpful persistent women the compassion of four retired military men and a town
filled with protectors arabella may just be able to save her family after all finding a second chance at a real life was never in the
plan falling in love with four men who represent practically everything she s been running from could be resolution to her own
demise but only if she can trust them enough to let them a siren erotic romance

Sage's Story [The Town of Pearl 5] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2014-10-07
siren menage everlasting erotic menage romantic suspense m f m m m hea sage jones is an adrenaline junky the rush keeps her
heart hollow and allows her that slight sensation of feeling an emotion she s blocked off everyone yet pretends to be just one of
the girls until four sexy hot men penetrate her heart make her feel things that scare her arouse her and show her that not all men
cause pain she s one tough woman well trained by her family members and it comes in handy one night when someone tries to
abduct her virgo dale quaid and matt london break down her defenses and show her that by their side is right where she belongs
but they re not the only ones interested in sage and it s too late when they realize the one they are hunting was amongst them
and someone they trusted in the town of pearl can the men get to her in time or will sage end up losing the battle once and for all
a siren erotic romance

LEARNING TO TRUST HER MATES LO 2016-11-03
siren menage everlasting erotic futuristic sci fi menage a trois romance m f m hea caro s life as a model has left her cold and
lonely she s been nothing but arm candy or a way to get ahead for so long she isn t sure anyone can actually love her now she
has the chance to start over on a new planet and just maybe find true love gressen and sabin fall for her instantly but sense her
reluctance there haven t been females on levasso for over thirty years and the sound of children would be a welcome addition to
their world they struggle to figure out how to make their female happy and agree to be their mate but trust for caro isn t easy
they recognize her struggle to fit in and contribute to their society but will it come with a price too high for all of them can
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gressen and sabin give her the love and acceptance she needs or will their focus be all about making babies a siren erotic
romance

Her Mountain Home [menage Mountain 1] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2019-01-29
her mountain home siren menage everlasting contemporary menage a trois romance mfm hea selena isn t looking for a
relationship all she wants to do is write but when two sexy mountain men set their sights on her she s more than tempted they
show her what it feels like to be treasured and cared for austin and caleb are sure selena is the woman for them they want
nothing more than to shower her with love and seal her to them forever there s just something about her that calls to them she s
it for them and they can t wait to make her theirs when someone targets selena they go into protect mode and will do anything to
keep her safe together with some of their friends who live on mount ménage as well they capture the culprit responsible for
scaring their woman no matter what it takes they will make sure selena is always safe and happy

Making Them Happy [The Men of Space Station One #8] (Siren Publishing
Menage Everlasting) 2015-07-10
siren ménage everlasting erotic futuristic sci fi ménage a trois romance m f m bondage hea beverly wants nothing more than to
make caleb and jeff happy in their new life on planet alpha they are two of the sexiest men she s ever seen which worries her
that they will be disappointed with her she isn t a model perfect woman but she can take care of a house and garden will it be
enough for her handsome cowboys caleb and jeff think beverly is the perfect woman for them how can they make her understand
that she s exactly who they want when a foreign cell is found in her bloodstream and there are questions surrounding the babies
being born on planet alpha what will the trio do when beverly becomes pregnant the families on alpha face dangerous creatures
and poisonous plants every day now they are worried about how the planet is affecting their children as well will the strange cells
in their bloodstream prove to be deadly or will they be their salvation a siren erotic romance

Soldiers of Pearl 3: Sing Me a Song (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2017-12-15
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a quatre romantic suspense m f m m m bondage hea they thought they were prepared
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for texas but stella sydney and ella never expected the magic and power of a town called pearl they each have different
expectations love money making dreams a reality but one bad decision could change it all and destroy a family forever stella is
rekindling a romance with sydney s father matt and his cousin jimmy sydney s singing on stage at the rusty horn and trying to
avoid the advances of four retired marines set on making her their woman ella is always looking for the easy way out and in
doing so puts her family in danger and risks sydney s life it takes the town of pearl and their close knit friends to save these three
women and give them their happily ever after a siren erotic romance

Liberation [Slick Rock 16] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) 2018-02-12
siren menage everlasting erotic contemporary cowboy menage a quatre romance m f m m hea after being shot in a bank hold up
delta sykes packs her bags and heads to slick rock colorado she is lucky enough to see a real estate advertisement for the sale of
the town s diner and decides a change is a good way to find a semblance of peace however she doesn t expect to meet and be
attracted to three men or to have them return the attraction no one has ever looked at her twice or treated her like a normal
human being and she keeps waiting for the other shoe to drop major rocco and ace porter know delta is the woman they ve been
waiting for however trying to convince the hearing impaired delta they aren t stringing her along is harder than they thought
when delta ends up in danger the men rally around her to protect her and she finally concedes to try a relationship with them just
when they think the danger has passed delta is snatched right out from under their noses a siren erotic romance

Their Perfect Woman [Men of the Border Lands 15] (Siren Publishing
Menage Everlasting) 2018-03-29
siren menage everlasting erotic futurisitc menage a trois sci fi romance m fm hea benton and travis are ready to settle down they
ve resigned themselves to living without a woman but then they find gail rummaging around in their refuse pile when they offer
her a safe place to stay they hope she will feel at home and stay with them will she be their future the longer she stays with them
the closer they get to making her their woman gail has been running from the men who d kidnapped her from her last home
when the two men who live in the house she stumbles on offer her a place to stay and food to eat she s cautious soon though she
comes to trust them and believes she s found the perfect place to live together the three of them forge a family and make the
house a home benton and travis believed gail is their perfect woman a siren erotic romance
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Rissa's Men (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) 2016-12-19
siren ménage everlasting erotic contemporary ménage a trois romance m f m hea rissa may be rich but she s aching for someone
to care for her as a person she s tired of the cold men in her circles she wants someone who will take her seriously for once in her
life could it be that there are two someones out there for her jethro and deacon fall for her almost instantly when they stop to
help her with a flat tire when they end up being her contractors on the building she s refurbishing for her dream jethro sees it as
fate can he convince deacon to take a chance on love with rissa and can they convince the socialite to be their woman even if it
means leaving her old world behind rissa is all for taking chances that s what she s doing by moving away from all that she s ever
known to start her own business taking on two men as lovers couldn t be all that more difficult can it a siren erotic romance

PLEASING MORE THAN 1 BILLIONAI 2016-12-19
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a quatre romance m f m m light consensual bdsm paddling hea when planning the
wedding for a very wealthy family samantha soon realizes she s at the mercy of the bride s three handsome brothers who desire
her complete submission she wants to prove to her aunt who owns the venue that she is more than capable of managing an
event of this magnitude feeling confident that she can handle the three men without compromising her integrity she fails to
anticipate the heat of attraction until she s lost in what these three men demand from her mind and body enflamed by her own
desires she pushes her limits beyond anything she could have anticipated when she s forced to make a choice between the life
they want her to embrace her job and her own family can she confront not only what she s become but family secrets that could
destroy her future happiness a siren erotic romance

MENAGE MADE ON MADISON THE FED 2017-10-31
menage amour erotic futuristic sci fi menage a trois romance m f m hea for the last sixty years parker and knox baxx have been
in love regardless of their cross mating she an earthling and he a shuzon they ve managed to create a successful partnership in
both the bedroom and the boardroom rich beyond their wildest dreams from the hotel resort they ve constructed from scratch on
the outskirts of federation territory there s only one problem shuzons are part of a twin pair and they share their mates without
rafer knox s brother parker s earthling sensibilities are going haywire her body is experiencing a complete system shutdown and
she has only the one option open to her to bind herself to rafer the trouble is he s a high ranking officer in the fleet the federation
s armed wing which ransacked and destroyed earth secondly he has enemies of his own thirdly she doesn t trust him loving and
being loved by knox is no longer enough can parker learn to trust rafer with her heart body and wellbeing before it s too late a
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Made Men 7: Love on the Brain (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2015-02-17
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a quatre romantic suspense m f m m hea fina is trying to protect her heart and make
smart choices but that s hard to do when she is attracted to three russian enforcers and has love on the brain when two men
start stalking her and bother her at a club the last thing she expects is to be rescued by three made men they always seem to be
around and when they finally decide to kiss her despite her resistance there s no way she can ignore them however bad
experiences with men put her on guard and she isn t quite sure that these three men have the capabilities or desire to take
women seriously or as more then just a roll in the hay as they begin to make progress and figure out their attraction is super
strong fina holds off letting them stay the night and nearly misses her opportunity to love them when someone attempts to
abduct her the men rescue her and realize that fina is more then just some woman they desire she has become their world but
danger still lurks in the shadows and when she is taken from them andriy hadeon and paulo will do whatever it takes to get to the
woman they love and they will kill anyone in their path trying to stop them a siren erotic romance

Intimate Details (Siren Publishing Menage Amour) 2014-08-27
menage amour erotic menage a trois romantic suspense m f m light consensual bdsm food play hea shana gallagher s been
hacking one of manhattan s most corrupt executives transferring millions from his accounts to those of his victims making him
pay for what he s done to them using her skills she convinces mike russo and cody latham to hire her at their intelligence
gathering firm where intimate details help their clients never has mike met a woman as delicious as shana smart as hell curvy
and assured she d be a delightful challenge in bed cody s carnal hunger is equally intense he and mike want to know everything
about her she won t divulge the secrets of her past all she can offer is unquenchable desire and her heart during weeks of
shameless lust and pleasure mike and cody peel away the layers of shana s life the stunning truth changes everything they ll do
all that they can to keep her safe and in their arms a siren erotic romance

When He Woke (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting Manlove) 2015-04-10
siren menage everlasting manlove erotic alternative menage a trois romance m m m hea matt caynor s whole world turned
upside down two years ago when a car accident left his partner aaron mayburn in a coma for months he remained vigil by his
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bedside hoping for a miracle the doctors told him would never come steve pierce met matt three months ago and took an instant
liking to him after a whirlwind romance the two find themselves falling in love and planning for a future together until a phone
call comes in from the hospital that changes everything when aaron wakes from his coma matt is forced to let go of the man he s
falling in love with to be with the one he thought he d lost with each passing day he finds himself walking a tightrope between
gratitude and despair not knowing that he might just be given everything he wants if only he s brave enough to take it a siren
erotic romance

Their Leading Lady [Discretions 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2015-07-10
siren menage everlasting erotic consensual bdsm menage a trois romance m m f spanking flogging foot play erotic asphyxiation
sex toys hea when the squeeze is put on famous movie star larry cliff his assistant scarlett mansell flies to england convinced the
blackmailer s identity is connected to larry s upbringing in the british care system she consults with jago scott and lloyd
emmerson old friends of larry s and his pr representatives in england scarlett suspects jago and lloyd of hiding something and is
unwilling to put her trust in them even if she s also incapable of resisting their physical charms jago and lloyd victims of the same
brutal care system as larry learned years ago not to trust anyone but each other but they owe larry for preventing them from self
destructing and are determined to save his career untangling a dangerous web of intrigue woven by a man bearing a massive
grudge can they also persuade scarlett the only woman they ve ever allowed to get close to them that they aren t the bad guys a
siren erotic romance

Under Their Covers [Uniformed and Smoking Hot 1] (Siren Publishing
Menage Everlasting) 2015-02-17
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romance m f m hea former soap star sydney owen is looking to simplify her life
but her first day in cherish puts her face to face with an old crush and a super hunk sure to take center stage in her fantasies
keeping both men isn t an option but when she discovers the men they are under their covers the simplified life she s after bursts
into flames lieutenant rhett cox is known throughout the cfd as a playboy a man not looking to settle down he s used to handling
everything from fires to women with a calm cool arrogance but one encounter with sydney has his internal temperature rising
firefighter carter devereaux never got over sydney now s she s back and he wants her again so does rhett even in a city known
for menage relationships neither are into sharing then a fire breaks out sydney is given too much time to think and the men have
to learn to compromise or lose the woman they love forever a siren erotic romance
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Part-Time Lover [The Doms of Sybaris Cove 5] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2016-12-18
siren menage everlasting erotic consensual bdsm menage a trois romance m f m spanking sex toys hea kai thilenique has a safe
comfortable part time play and lover arrangement with dom jagger durante until he asks her to let ian raleigh top her in play as
well one night both men want more from her than a part time lover but kai is afraid to let her true feelings show jagger and ian
were both burned once by the same woman but kai is not that woman they d rather share her than lose her but there s a
complication their families hate each other as the evidence for a recent string of fires and murder against kai s family mounts she
pulls away from the men even more how could they want her when her own family is responsible for this tragedy that affected
everyone on the island can jagger and ian convince her that their love for her has nothing to do with her family members or will a
decades long feud between cousins tear the triad apart forever a siren erotic romance

AMER SOLDIER COLL 14 2019-06-27
siren menage everlasting erotic menage romantic suspense m f m m m hea nina is street smart and determined to clear her
name jumping into bed with four men and falling in love could get them killed life couldn t get any worse since her brother was
murdered someone is framing and setting her up to be killed despite being the manager at a club owned by the russian mob it
seems loyalty and hard work isn t enough to get their full protection she takes matters into her own hands now that she has
someone else to worry about she takes a chance on old traditions when dealing with the mob that not only risks her life but
makes those men she loves question the woman she is the men left her once before and everyone she almost fully trusted let her
down she s done and takes matters into her own hands to finally break free a siren erotic romance

All Or Nothing [Slick Rock 23] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2016-12-17
all or nothing siren menage everlasting cowboys menage a quatre romantic suspense romance mfmm reverse harem hea after
being imprisoned and abused for most of her life kat russo wants nothing to do with men although she s highly attracted to the
three new deputies she keeps them at arm s length with her vicious tongue and bravado attitude jalen dante and mica
donnybrook want kat to be their woman but don t think they stand a chance even though they got to know her while she was
living in their house and under their protection she adamantly refuses any of their advances when kat experiences a flashback
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and is diagnosed with ptsd the three donnybrook brothers rally around her to help her come to terms with all she s endured but
she keeps pushing them away however the heat sparking between them is too intense to ignore forever and she finally
capitulates and agrees to try a relationship with them once more kat finds herself in danger but since no one knows she s missing
she doesn t think she ll get out of the situation alive

PROVOKING FIRE UNIFORMED & SIZ 2014-03-11
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romance m f m hea in the wake of a deception that shocked station 4 s c shift put
everyone under a microscope and left engine company 2 two firefighters short lieutenant cameron slovaks and firefighter korlin
jenkins know they should treat their new coworkers like any of the guys except one of them is a headstrong whip smart
irresistible sex kitten and she has her sights set on them julia patrick s life goal was to be a firefighter now she s fresh from the
academy assigned to station 4 s c shift and convinced her dream is colliding with a nightmare she may be new to the job but she
knows heat when she feels it the spark between her cameron and jenk is strong enough to ignite one amazing fire but can they
be trusted or are they keeping a toxic secret determined to find out she gets closer to them then her life is threatened and she
can t help but wonder if they are who wants her dead a siren erotic romance

Their Greatest Treasure [Power Surge: The Billionaire Club 1] (Siren
Publishing Menage Everlasting) 2012
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romance m f m hea nash and riker blame themselves for their lover s death after
losing her during an investigation now retired federal agents and entrepreneurs they re billionaires and their club is turning into a
dive they try to fill their empty hearts with money women and even alcohol but it s no use they can t let go of the past chastity
malone is hired to help riker and nash riley two sexy twins with attitude she s reserved and untrusting with a past and heartache
of her own by coincidence their pasts collide bringing them trouble and testing their fate in one another chastity is threatened
and assaulted she is submerged in a web of lies by coincidence riker and nate must forget about the past and filter through the
lies to save the one woman that completes them but they didn t count on one obsessed ex lover an unsolved case challenges to
their faith and a woman so strong so determined to prove her innocence she s ready to die to prove it note there is no sexual
relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings a siren erotic romance
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One Queen with Two Kings (Siren Publishing Menage and More) 2011-11
menage and more erotic menage a trois romance m m f with m m adultery bondage spanking sex toys on the morning of her
second wedding thea realizes marrying lloyd is a mistake and learns his ultimate motive is to gain control of her family business
when confronted lloyd admits lying his bombshell confession is that he gave the search team false coordinates wanting thea for
himself instead of looking for dexter and russell s crash site when the men are found alive they bring home proof that their plane
was sabotaged by lloyd while reconnecting with her husband and his friend she realizes their relationship changed catching the
men in a compromising sexual position reinforces her theory accepting dexter and russell had become intimate while on the
island is earth shattering she s floored when they suggest combining the two relationships into one a threesome the men have
dreamed about can she share her husband with his best friend can she be the queen with two kings a siren erotic romance

Wicked Missions 2018-07-06
sold siren menage everlasting erotic futuristic sci fi menage a trois romance m m f with m m elements lyrianna seebre steals
black market vaccinations from a drug kingpin to aid dying children captured in a raid she s wrongfully convicted and sentenced
to forty years of hard labor upon arrival at the penal colony she s selected to be auctioned off to the male settlers of the newly
colonized ocean planet pagonna what is she willing to sacrifice for her freedom settlers carter verdel and brandon hunt have
created successful water pod and island farms on pagonna the only thing missing from their lives is a woman able to afford only
one concubine even when they pool their funds they attend the annual auction hoping to find someone to share their beds and
perhaps even their lives the men purchase lyrianna but can they overcome her resentment and win her love and when the
kingpin comes to pagonna seeking revenge against lyrianna can carter and brandon protect her wanted siren menage everlasting
erotic futuristic sci fi menage a trois romance m m f with m m elements children are dying from the plague and in her attempt to
steal antibiotics from a pair of sexy drug smugglers nurse callinda seebre comes face to face with a drug lord who now wants her
dead to keep her safe smugglers hammond miller and spencer prentice kidnap callie once aboard their ship she becomes a
catalyst stimulating the men to explore not only their attraction to her but also their attraction to each other but hammond and
spencer aren t quite what they seem determined to bring down the drug lord they realize that in order to succeed they must put
callie in danger can they risk their hearts and her life in order to catch him a siren erotic romance

Double Vintage [panther Valley] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
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2018-07-03
siren menage everlasting erotic contemporary menage a trois paranormal romantic suspense shape shifter m f m hea after a
special event at the panther valley winery in napa valley roman blackfur sleeps with jess kramer he doesn t want a permanent
connection if he doesn t learn to share he will lose her to his breed partner hunter sleekheart but she is the sexiest woman he s
ever had hunter an agent for wildcats inc nearly dies when he is attacked outside the winery when he recovers he sets about
winning the gorgeous jess for his own with their shared experiences of being kidnapped and tortured by the grid they have more
than sex in common in bed together the three are dynamite jess has never known anything as mind blowing as sharing a bed
with the big shape shifters her boss falls for the scientist at the valley and organising special events for tourists keeps both
women busy but when jess asks connie for a permanent job she doesn t get the answer she expects jess is still in danger after a
catastrophic event hunter and roman have to bond deeply to get her back it s now or never a siren erotic romance

Loving Her Men [men of the Border Lands 17] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2019-05-09
loving her men siren menage everlasting erotic futuristic menage a trois sci fi romance m f m hea nancy knows the dangers out
in the border lands but does she really need two men to keep her safe cayden believes she does and thinks that mike is the
perfect man to help him when nancy and cayden nearly die from exposure mike offers them a place to stay he s wanted a woman
to love and make the old house a home but will nancy agree to taking on two men cayden believes that the only way to keep
nancy safe is if he and mike join forces to watch over her when spring finally arrives and they begin to put down roots nancy has
to make a decision to either move on and find another house for her and cayden or remain with mike and turn his house into their
home a siren erotic romance

Charmed and Dangerous [Clandestine Affairs 1] (Siren Publishing Ménage
Everlasting) 2014-12-12
her mountain family siren menage everlasting contemporary menage a trois romance mfm hea all margo ever wanted was a
family of her own but can she risk her dream on two men instead of one and sam think they are the answer to her dream and are
out to prove it can love include three people without jealousy rearing its ugly head and can she love more than one man at a time
after having failed at dating one man in the last few years she wonders if dating two will be just as disastrous men seem hell bent
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on only one thing sex was that all love was about these days she doesn t get that feeling from sam and margo agrees to give it a
try despite her doubts that it will work out the men are adamant that it will if she will only give it and them a chance imagine her
surprise when they prove that love conquers all

Her Mountain Family [Menage Mountain 6] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2014-09-09
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romance m f m light bondage hea struggling erotic author leslie davenport is
looking for the plotline that will send her career soaring at the urging of a friend she moves to cherish a city bursting with
menage relationships leslie sees a bestseller in the making but she ll need a couple of willing research subjects to make her book
a hit when hunky firefighters ryder cox and blaine ellis save her cats from a burning building she knows they re the men for the
job but when business and pleasure mix she wonders if a happily ever after ending is possible ryder and blaine have been hurt
before ryder has steered clear of women while blaine has played solo when a sizzling sex kitten like leslie requests some two on
one time at the firehouse to research her next book blaine is eager to start her fire education ryder cautiously agrees too but
when that education lands them in bed they learn more than their hearts may be ready for a siren erotic romance

Scorching Research [Uniformed and Blazing Hot 1] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2017-01-20
menage amour erotic menage a trois romance m f m spanking ice play hea josie decker and chance reynolds knew each other
years ago when they were in the same foster home before josie s birth mother reclaimed her now chance and his best friend sam
booth an afghan war veteran are living in fate harbor washington when josie reestablishes ties with her foster parents and opens
a bakery in the quaint town chance realizes that growing up with her birth mother has left josie with physical and emotional scars
and a deep belief that she is unworthy of love fate harbor is very accepting of triad alliances and chance believes that the
relationship that will ultimately heal josie is one that includes both he and sam sam s recent trauma fighting for his country has
left him beyond hurt chance has despaired of saving the brother of his heart but finding josie again has given him hope and a
plan can the three of them make the perfect future together a siren erotic romance
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Trusting Chance [Fate Harbor 1] (Siren Publishing Menage Amour)
2015-02-20
theirs for the taking menage and more erotic menage a trois romance m m f with m m and f f bondage hea eden stone owner and
ceo of stone stone architects has head hunted and hired the renowned architect cody stretton for his company they have their
initial meeting one night in one of the town s swanky clubs where eden is immediately attracted to the voluptuous and beautiful
bartender chelsea unaware that she is cody s wife the strettons have been married for ten years and have been looking for a
partner to rejuvenate their sex life but are wary of the town s sex clubs when cody sees the amount of interest eden is showing in
his wife he convinces her that eden is their man but there is a small problem eden is cody s boss and he knows that mixing
business with pleasure is a risk however when cody reveals their intentions to eden he finds the idea appealing and can t wait to
join them but things take a surprising turn when the three lovers finally get together in the bedroom a siren erotic romance

Theirs for the Taking (Siren Publishing Menage and More) 2018-04-12
menage amour erotic older hero menage a trois romantic suspense m m f hea realizing there s a third person in her marriage
devvy jacques is stunned discovering her husband s lover is a man she s horrified learning that man is alexei ivanov the
internationally renowned scientist behind the cure for cancer she s horny being part of a menage wasn t in any of her fairy tales
as a kid but the more she s with hubby sebastien and new lover alexei the more she realizes it s a dream come true around them
between them under or above them devvy flourishes becoming the woman she was meant to be before life did a number on her
with the menage flourishing and love growing every day it takes a twisted blackmailer to derail it all raking up past secrets alex
wants to remain hidden and exposing their unusual household to the world s eye the trio face enough challenges to unravel apart
will life work its mischief or will they still have what it takes to be perfect menage material a siren erotic romance

Menage Material [La Belle Sans La Bete Menages] (Siren Publishing Menage
Amour) 2015-07-10
siren ménage everlasting erotic contemporary cowboy ménage a quatre romance m f m m hea after finding her mother and
stepfather stabbed to death in their home shyann bowler s scared when the police tell shyann her stepbrother is the murderer
she s terrified with her life in turmoil and her heart full of grief she applies for a job as head librarian in the town of slick rock
colorado and packs her things as soon as she s hired raiden brigg and tane tremaine have been trying to get the beautiful shyann
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to go out with them for weeks but she doesn t seem to want anything to do with them however raiden isn t about to give up he
finally manages to get shyann to have lunch with them and just as they re leaving the diner the three brothers save her from
being injured by an out of control truck however things aren t as they seem when the tremaine brothers realize that their woman
is in danger they aren t about to let her out of their sight nevertheless no amount of protection can save her from a crazy man a
siren erotic romance

Dream Life [slick Rock 20] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) 2017-05-29
siren menage everlasting erotic consensual bdsm menage a quatre romance m f m m hea joni meeks has only ever known
betrayal at the hands of men she has so much pain and grief inside her she never wants another relationship with a man gabe
solar nicholas flange and thomas quentin know joni is the woman they ve been waiting for but when she runs they think she is
lost to them forever fate steps in and she ends up working for them little by little they begin to break down the walls surrounding
her heart to get to pain buried deep down inside of her there is trouble in the shadows and none of them know where it s coming
from the three doms want joni by their side so they can protect her but joni is adamant to keep them at an arm s length but she s
facing a losing battle against three experienced doms when joni comes face to face with her enemy will the three men be able to
save her in time a siren erotic romance

Soaring Free [Club of Dominance 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2015-02-10
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romance m f m hea when sophie diamond s father has a heart attack she moves
to cherish to turn the family dive bar back into a reputable establishment hours before the grand reopening the ac goes out the
beer coolers are on the fritz and her bartender calls in sick then in walks hunky darius lane to save the day sophie knows better
than to mix business with pleasure but darius and his friend quintin price are simply too tempting there s only one problem and
she doesn t discover it until the men have already stolen her heart darius needs a second job quintin doesn t but working for
smart sinfully sexy sophie is an employee benefit they re both eager to accept until she fires them for no reason at least not a
reason they re aware of until they find out about her past now they must convince her that they re one fiery mix she can t resist a
siren erotic romance
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One Fiery Mix [Uniformed and Sizzling Hot 3] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) 2017-07-25
menage amour manlove erotic alternative paranormal menage a trois romance m m m shape shifters vampires hea jason thorne
lost his emotions four years ago after getting kidnapped and then meeting and rescuing two men vampire s personal slave toby
and tiger shifting tyler he suddenly discovers he s starting to get his feelings back when the three men move in together the
attraction between them grows but jason is afraid of losing his feelings again and he doesn t want to act on it when tyler rhodes
agreed to help search for his friend s missing brother he didn t expect to be caught locked in a cage in his tiger form and starved
only toby smuggling him food kept him from dying when both tyler and toby got rescued by jason and his mysterious powers
tyler is determined to do everything he can to convince his men that relationship between them can work in all the chaos that
comes next it s toby and tyler s task to convince jason that they can make it work and change his emotionless reality forever a
siren erotic romance

Changing His Reality [Reality] (Siren Publishing Menage Amour Manlove)
2015-01-07
siren menage everlasting erotic menage a trois romantic suspense m f m light spanking hea bella finally finds two men she can
give her heart body and soul to the problem is bad timing and if she doesn t follow the rules her family will suffer her cousin got
her in a jam and now she must pay his debt and be the woman of a man capable of killing her family little does she know her own
family has connections too and the men she gave her heart to may be her saving grace one of her eight best friends has secrets
revealed that aid in a rescue and when the events come full circle it s only the beginning of trouble and romance for her and her
eight best friends loving made men may not have been the women s idea of the type of love they d find but they are each unique
and have their own secrets and troubled pasts and perhaps loving made men is more than just their destinies a siren erotic
romance

Made Men 1: Bad Timing (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) 2015-07-24
siren menage everlasting erotic paranormal consensual bdsm menage a trois m f m shape shifters spanking paddling flogging
whipping sensation play sex toys hea trinidad meredith is fascinated by the thought of working in a bdsm club when she s offered
a job there she agrees instantly konstantin williams and othniel thomas really do need an admin assistant but even more than
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that they want a mate trinidad will suit them perfectly simon and leif co owners of the dom s dungeon bdsm club found their
mate tamara in a weekend at a wedding niel and kon are convinced that the fates have given them trinidad trinidad loves the
idea of working at the club she likes niel and kon and she s willing to try out some bdsm herself but everything has happened
incredibly fast and she worries that the men will think she s either a tart or a nymphomaniac it s just that being with them is
amazingly good she needs to slow down the pace of their relationship and niel hasn t told her that he s a werewolf a siren erotic
romance

Make Me [Dungeon Masters 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
2016-11-03
siren menage everlasting manlove erotic alternative menage a trois romance m m m hea a wedding brings storm donahue to
granite county saving corey casey from a burning house leads him to meet kris winters one act of heroism brings the three
together and attraction explodes corey returns to his on again off again boyfriend after hearing kris has been attacked this time
he isn t given a warm welcome instead his selfish wants may have damaged the relationship beyond repair kris is never enough
for his boyfriends he tries but the last one thanked him by taking a knife to him when corey returns trust is gone and frustration
abounds meeting kris and corey has made storm s life complete he s more than willing to help them progress to forgiving each
other and growing into a solid unit with him but a firebug s in town kris suspects it s one of corey s exes but the signs point
elsewhere as the three burn up the sheets someone s burning up the city and of course ralph s watching everything a siren erotic
romance

Progressing with Storm [Granite County 5] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting Manlove) 2018-06-06
siren menage everlasting erotic sci fi menage romance m f m m m hea river caisson never expected to find a slave gold bracelet
wrapped around her upper arm after a beautiful dark haired woman bumped into her on her way home from work and she never
expected to somehow end up on an alien planet called safura surrounded by handsome men with glowing purple pupils nor did
she expect the four leaders of safura to claim that she is their mate stryk palk toak and hakk mag are astounded when a female
appears on their table in the feasting room but as soon as they touch her they know she is meant to be theirs convincing river is
another matter the four men aren t her only concern while researching everything about the enemy the pendags the four mag
brothers are trying to talk the leaders of aeros cardinal and zennox into a united alliance but the other leaders aren t sure they
want an alliance it s up to river and three other human women to convince them otherwise a siren erotic romance
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SLAVE GOLD 4
siren ménage amour erotic contemporary ménage a trois romance m f m hea when ranchers clay and royce jacobson noticed a
young beautiful woman and her small son sitting across the room they are immediately drawn to her and they feel the instant
possessive attraction that they know will change their lives when they get close to her and they see the fear and the stress that
she s under their protective instincts are ignited and they will do whatever it takes to keep them safe isabel walsh noticed the
two men staring at her in the café and although she finds them very attractive she doesn t have the time or energy to let herself
feel her and her son s life are on the line and it s up to her to keep them safe they have to keep ahead of the man who has
already destroyed their lives and now wants to imprison them isabel finds men that not only can protect her but can make all her
late night fantasies come true a siren erotic romance

On My Own [liberty, Wyoming 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Amour)
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